Harnesses Cont.

ExoFit™ Wind Energy Harnesses meet global compliance standards: ANSI, OSHA, CSA and CE. Featuring reinforced lumbar area for added back support. Tool loops allow you to keep your tools close at hand. Integrated trauma straps minimize suspension trauma after a fall.

- Wind energy harness with quick connect buckle legs, PVC coated front, back and side D-rings
- Sewn-in hip pad and belt with tool loops

ExoFit™ Wind Energy Vest-Style Harnesses

- Sewn-in hip pad and belt with tool loops
- Wind energized tools close at hand. Integrated trauma straps
- Back support. Tool loops allow you to keep your CE
- Featuring reinforced lumbar area for added compliance standards: ANSI, OSHA, CSA and

ExoFit NEX™ Construction Harness

Construction style harness with aluminum back and side D-rings. Locking Quick Connect Buckles on chest and legs. Sewn-in hip pad and body belt.

ExoFit NEX™ Vest-Style Full Body Harness

ExoFit NEX™ Vest Style Harness with aluminum Tech-Lite™ back D-Ring and Duo-Lok™ quick connect buckles. (Parts 1029478, 1029479,1029480)

ExoFit NEX™ Vest Style Harness with aluminum front, back and side D-rings, locking quick connect buckles. (Parts 1029508,1029509,1029510)

Accessory Straps

Suspension Trauma Safety Strap

- A harness accessory to help a suspended worker once a fall occurs
- Lightweight and compact, attaches to most harness brands and styles
- Worker is able to stand up with their trauma straps, relieving pressure on the legs and mid section

Harnesses Cont.

Contractor Non-Stretch Harness

Specifically designed for use in construction

- Lightweight for greater comfort; non-stretch webbing
- Unique combination back D-ring pad/shoulder pads that minimize discomfort/stress around the neck and shoulders when using a tool belt
- Soft lumbar back pad for additional support and comfort
- Waist belt (removable) to accommodate tool pouches
- Single, back D-ring for fall protection
- Tongue buckle leg straps for easy adjustment
- Friction buckle shoulder adjustments; mating buckle chest adjustment
- Self-contained label pack
- Two (2) pull-free lanyard rings
- Rated to 400 lbs. (181.4 kg) capacity
- Meets applicable OSHA, ANSI and CSA Standards

Titan™ Non-Stretch Full Body Harness

The Titan Full-Body harness is constructed of lightweight, durable webbing for all day comfort and dependability with trilingual labeling and instructions.

- Safety gold color
- One universal size fits most
- Features mating buckles throughout, sub-pelvic strap and sliding back D-ring

DuraFlex® Stretchable Harnesses

DuraFlex® webbing is a specially formulated elastomer that stretches. Flexible, lightweight and soft, harnesses feature solid colored leg straps and conform to the shape of each worker, stretching with every movement. No bunching, binding or kinking. No cutting into shoulders or legs. These bright green harnesses are stylish and readily visible from a distance. Injection molded Santoprene® back D-ring pad is soft and flexible to enhance comfort and durability. Labeling includes inspection tag and space for personal identification. One universal size fits most. Green in color.
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